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ABSTRACT

Verbal and wrillen communications, which are integral components of human society, have
been tram/ormed by the development of the respective communication devices. Through the
swift development in processing devices, the need and access to digitize printed information
items by means of Optical Character Recognition (OCR) became possible. Despite the fact
that most world languages are beneficiaries of this technology, the application of character
recognition technology to Amharic text is a recent experience, and in its infancy stage when
handwriflen recognition is considered.

This study is then an alfemptmade to develop a recognition engine for Amharic handwrilfen
text wrillen in a special type of writing style, which is called "Yekum Tsihuf"

(' I"M"

YoU- Oj; "). Before mechanical and electronic text processors were introduced in

Ethiopia, inforlllation used to be recorded on natural materials by hand writing, animal skin
being the dominant one. Those handwrillen documents, written in this writing style, hold vital
information about history, tradition, religion, nature and etc., which render undeniable
contribution to current andfuture studies. The availability of this information in an electronic
form would greatly help preservation and communication.

In this study, the application of handwriflen character recognition with Artificial Neural
Network implementation for the 231 main character set of Amharic language is attempted.
The training and test data sets are produced by scribers who are trained to write text using
the writing style. The study used various techniques at each phase from digitization to
recognition levels. Preprocessing methods like image binarization, character segmentation,
and size normalization and neural network recognition is made using Visual C++.Net and
MATLAB programming environments. While seglllentation rate of 95.96% is aflained using
stage-by-stage segmentation algorithm, recognition rate that ranges from 98.8% to 20.3% is
obtainedfor different test cases. Based on the findings and the knowledge acquired during the
experimentation, topics for jil/:ure research are also identified.
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computer text [Encarta, 200 I]. Such systems have the capabili ty to convert the bit
wise representation of scarmed document into its equivalent computer-readable
and computable file formats.

In character recognition systems, an OCR engine takes data, which is either
handwritten or typewritten text to convert it into computer readable format [Pal
and Chaudhuri , 1995]. And handwritten format is the very natural means of human
communication next to speaking. In the case of printed characters, shapes vary in
stroke width, ornament, style, and the like . In the case of handwritten characters,
there are many more nonlinear transformations [Mori, 1999] , which make the
recognition as well as character segmentation task even harder.

There are two types of OCR systems with respect to the way the input is provided
to the system. The first being on-line OCR where the recognition task is performed
concurrently with the writing process [Eric, 1993 ]. This type of recognition has
the advantage of capturing the temporal or dynamic information of the character in
case of handwriting. The information consists of the number of strokes, the order
of the strokes, and the speed of the writing within each stroke. [Jun Fan, 2003]

The other type of OCR system is off-line OCR where the recognition process is
performed after the whole text, which is a scatmed bit map representation of a te ~t,
is supplied to the system [Eric, 1993]. When contrasted with the on-line
recognition, the off-line case is much more difficult because it lacks all the
knowledge acquired in the case of on-line recogniti on [Jun Fan, 2003] . In on-line
OCR there is a need to use pen-based interface, whil e in off-line OCR equipments

2

like scanner and preprocessing algorithms like segmentation and noise removal are
required .

At each era of its development, OCR technology frees acres of storage space once
given over to file cabinets and boxes full of paper documents. Today, OCR
software can recognize a wide variety of fonts , but handwritten and script fonts
that mimic handwriting are sti ll problematic [Eric, 1993] . This is due to the reason
that handprint recognitions should be capable of taking care of distortions of
characters. The distortions of characters are evident with the writing of a single
individual let alone between different writers.

1.2 Why Amharic OCR System?
Before and after the emergence of computer use for office and personal activities
in Ethiopia, information is recorded using various types of materials availahle for
writing by means of handwriting and typewriter. As the working language of the
Federal Govenm1ent and some regional governments in Ethiopia is Amharic, most
documents are written in Amharic characters, which are unique to the country. In
addition, the majority of other local languages use Amharic characters for writing
purpose [Berder et ai, 1976]. These printed and handwritten documents hold vital
informati on about history, tradition, religion, nature and etc., which render
undeniable contribution to current and future studies. The availabi lity of these
information first electronically and then at character level will fi ll the information
access gap.
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1.3 Historical development
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1.4 Statement of the Problem
than 330
Amharic language writing system is composed of a total of more
s that are core
characters. The basic writing chat'acter set is composed of 33 symbol
form and
characters. Each of these core characters occur in seven orders; one basic
a consonant
six non-ba sic fo rm s representing syllable combinations consisting of
core and its 7
and vowel. In addition to the 23 I-character set, which are the 33
punctuations
forms fo r each, there are add itional symbo ls to represe nt numbers,
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and other rarely used characters, which make up a number of characters

In

Amharic writing system to be more than 330. [Bender et ai, 1976].

The application of OCR technology for Amharic characters is a recent research
focus. Even though investigations have started, there is no complete and fullfledged system to perform the image-to-text conversion. Literature shows that
languages in Europe, Far East Asia and America developed such systems to
facilitate knowledge transfer. These languages include Latin, Japanese, Chinese,
Deranagari, Bengali, Arabic, Swedish, Russian, Tibetan, and the likes.

In case of Amharic OCR development, postgraduate students from Addi s Ababa
University have conducted researches on thi s area. The work of Worku [1997],
Ermias [1998] , Dereje [1999] , Berhanu [1999], Nigussie [2000], Million [2000],
Yaregal [2002] , and Mesay [2003] are those to mention. These researchers tried to
solve some problems of the Amharic OCR development. The common ball for all
these works, except that of Nigussie and Mesay, is that, all based their
investigation on printed, either by typewriter or printer, Amharic text.

r

To the best of the researchers knowledge, only Nigussie and Mesay, attempted
handwritten OCR attempt and their work was on the application of processing
bank checks and postal address processing respectively [Nigussie, 2000, Mesay,
2003]. Thus, in thi s thesis, the OCR technology will be investigated more for a
special type of handwritten Amharic text using all the 23 1 basic character sets. The
writing style under consideration was used to record historical events, social
development, religious and cultural activities and beliefs in early times.
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OCR has
power of computer to access and manipulate printed documents.
and searching
unquestionable benefit in legal profession where storage, retrieval
OCR can be
are frequent tasks and the target information is in hardcopy level.
once require
integrated with text retrieval system s to makes possible searches that
hours or days to be accomplished in a few seconds. [Hammerstrom , 1993]

documents
OCR is important in the information era since it is still true that printed
in electronic
are dominant and the information contained in them is more useful
texts is that
format. Haigh [1996] noted that, the problem with scanned images or
be displayed
processing at that level is impos sible. A document image can
le", and it
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Therefore OCR technology should be considered if:

>>>-

The text is to be reused, edited or reformulated,
The text should be available for full-text information retrieval,
The text should be available to adaptive equipments fo r the visually
impaired,

>-

File size is of concern in terms ofstorage and bandwidth to transmit.

Especially in Ethiopia, a country that has its own writing system and having
Amharic as the working language of the federal government, and most local
languages using the same character set, lots of documents are produced and stored
in hardcopy form. The production of such handwritten documents was in a high
rate before text processing devices are introduced in the country. The translation
of these printed and handwritten documents into machine understandable format is
vital to best exploit the information content.

The effort made by other researchers showed that there is a great potential for
Amharic hardcopy documents to be electronically transformed into computer
readable format. As there are huge collections of literature, which are typical
handwritten texts before the coming of typewriter or printer to Ethiopia,
developing an Amharic OCR for handwritten documents will lessen many of the
problems related with the digitization of handwritten manuscripts.

Among these wide ranges of handwritten documents, those written and preserved
by Ethiopian Orthodox Church, ancient hi storians, and around the royal family are
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1.6 Objective o f
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ndwritten O C R
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recognition and
classification al go
rithm s
for the purpose of
handwritten charac
ter recognit ion.
• Developing requ
ired algorithm s fo
r the recognizer
usin g Visual C++
.Net
and MA TLAB pr
ogramming enviro
nm ent.
• Test an d evalua
te the performance
of the developed
recognition engine
.
• Recommend futu
re research focus.
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1. 7 Scope of th e Study
he study is mainly concerned with optical character recognition for
Amharic

1aracters, which are written with special kind of layout , traditi onally
call ed

'{ ekum Tsehu f' " \"!:9 u Y'IFtt :". Thus on thi s thesis an attempt will
only be

.ade to adopt different OCR algoritluns for such kind of writing style.
In addition
handwriting type, the experimentation and character tracing will only
be made

1

text written on white paper. The study will go no further than experi
menting

,d testing the applicability of some preprocessing algorithms and artific
ial neural

:twork recognition for the handwriting style describ ed above.

, handwritten character recognition is claimed to be very difficult due
to many

·nlinea r transformations observed in characters written by different
writers, the

,earch limit the experi mentation to very few number of scribe rs.

r.8

Methods of the Study

1ce the aim of the thesis is to adopt and/or devise an algorithm, whi ch
performs

nharic handwritten character recognition, various methods of researc
h wi ll be

,ployed . To achieve the genera l and the specific object ives, the
fo llowin g
earch approaches wi ll be used.
I

Literature Review
past researc hes are of assistance to identify what has been done in the
area and

ich approaches fit best for specific problem domain, previo us works in
Amharic

ed to put
uages handwritten tex t will be review
addition, OC R sys tem for other lang
pment.
g Amharic handwritten OC R develo
light on the way toward s developin

nt genera l
and handwritten OC R systems, rece
In addition to studies in Am haric
ed so as to
other character sets will be review
character recognition findings for
problems
of handling handprint text processing
s
way
the
on
d
oun
kgr
bac
d
goo
e
hav
le the bottlenecks.
and appropriate approaches to tack

Dev elo pm ellt Techlliques
been done
Amharic OCR development have
Various algorithms in the previous
burden of
mming language, which lower the
using Microsoft Visual C++ progra
gramming
ver , Microsoft Visual C++.Net pro
coding for the researc her. Moreo
to use
g classes, which enables the project
usin
of
lity
faci
the
es
vid
pro
e
lang uag
ibutes and
del the real world objects in attr
objects , which again closely mo
behaviors .

preprocessing
which will be used to develop the
Thus the programming language,
between the
C++.Net to create consistency
steps, wi ll be Microsoft Visual
previous works.

is adopted,
ificial Neural Network techniques
For the purpose of classification, Art
inty and
ust approaches to deal wit h uncerta
rob
the
of
one
as
ized
gor
cate
is
which
Network
cat ion purpose, MA TLAB Neural
noisy input data. For this classifi
training
i lab ility and ease of constructing and
toolbox is used mainl y due to its ava
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ch is
erfu l in dea ling with mat rice s whi
pow
is
B
TLA
MA
n
itio
add
[n
k.
the networ
for recognition pur pos e.
the way cha rac ters are represented

Training and Testing
tem will be
of the work, the rec ognition sys
A lon g with the dev elo pm ent task
•
tten by the
wri
ters
rac
cha
ic
har
Am
l handwritte n
cia
spe
the
of
set
e
som
h
wit
ned
trai
rec ognition
s means that the trai nin g of the
Thi
.
ers
pap
ite
wh
on
rs
ibe
/scr
experts
g the neural
ings on white paper. Aft er trainin
engine is going to be don e by trac
the reco gni tion
ed on differe nt new inp uts to see
net wo rk, the network wi ll be test
par ame ters to
d modification on the net wor k
acc uracy and effect some req uire
of the network.
increa se the genera lization pow er

1.9 Ap pli cat ion of results
of a scruuled
converts bitmap represt:ntation
OC R is an appl ication , which
will ass ist the
ble " formats. Thi s app lica tion
doc um ent into com put er "re ada
form at into
ents, or doc um ents in prin ted
Ul11
dOC
py
dco
hru'
of
sion
ver
con
, fast ind exing,
s will fac ilitate minimi zed stor age
Thi
at.
form
e
tabl
edi
y
ll
ica
tron
elec
R is to decrease
cation. Since the purpose of OC
full tex t retrieval, and tex t modifi
dat a ent ry and
tleneck, it ena ble s to aut om ate
the dat a input and storage bot
the computer.
olv eme nt in transcribing dat a into
pro ces sing by reducing hum an inv
d dow n the
oth er technologies is, ind eed , to han
and
ers
put
com
of
ent
pm
elo
dev
The
bur den of the hum ans.

an OC R sys tem
the prim ary benefits offered by
As Gre en [19 93] put it in detail ,
in dat a storage,
con version, increased effi cien cy
are imp roved acc uracy of dat a
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ritten OCR
data retrieval and processing. Thus the development of Amharic handw
format with
will enable handwritten manuscripts be converted into editable
improved accuracy and less storage requirement.

ation for historians, politicians,
The converted documents wi ll provide vital
, inform
the usefulness
social researchers, and many other professional s. This will increase
devel opments
of current and future studie s by reveal ing the exact happenings and
during the past.

1.10 Organization of tile study
thesis includes
The thesis is organized into five chapters. The first chapter of the
also includes
the background, the statement of the problem and its justification . It
plish the
the objectives of the study, and discusses the methodo logy used to accom
research.

techniques of
The second chapter discusses the basic methods of preprocessing
recognition
character images analysis. The section also discusses different pattern
techniques generally and character recognition methods specifically.

the Amharic
The third chapter discusses about the nature and characteristics of
Tsi fet".
writing system along with the target writing style of this research, " Yekum
p an OCR
The chapter also reviews the different approaches used so far to develo
both printed
system along with the resu lts obtained for the Amharic characters for
and handwritten text.
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Chapter four deals with the experimentation activity undertaken to implement the
methods and techniques described in chapter two. In thi s secti on of the paper, the
success and difficu lties faced while trying to implement the technique to the
problem domain of interest is presented. The section also presents the recognition
rate achieved for different test · cases after the design and training of the neural
network classifier.

The last chapter will summarize the over all task performed with the techniques
used and the results achieved by the implemented techniques. The chapter also
forwards a set of recommendations for further consideration and research guide.
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF LITERATURE ON OCR SYSTEMS
2.1 Introduction
This part will be devoted to give a detailed description of the preprocessing steps
I

in most OCR systems and the widely used algorithms adopted at different
instances aiming at enhancing a recognition system.
~

I

Automatic recognition of printed characters through standard Optical Character
Recognition (OCR) systems cannot be successfully applied to ancient texts, where
aging of paper, diffusion of ink and other processes have strongly degraded the
quality of the documents. Indeed, due to non-uniform reduction of the image
contrast, non-uniform spacing of the characters, presence of broken, touching and
merging characters, and strong background noise, the preliminary step of character
segmentation is paJiicularly difficult. Thus when dealing with hi storit:al
documents, the attention given to preprocessing steps should be high.

In the coming sections, the preprocessing algorithms that should be implemented
in all OCR systems and those optional ones will be discussed. Pattern recognition
and specifically character recognition methods will also be reviewed in thi s
chapter.

2.2 Preprocessing
Character recognition has long been a research interest because it is a crucial
component of an intelligent man-machine system. In thi s branch of intelligent
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cessing helps to
proces sing and recognition. Thus, it is to be marked that prepro
classification
reduce the amount of redundant information, simpli fy segme ntation and
and enhance performance of the recognition system .
r classes. These
The available preprocessing steps can be categorized into two broade
mandatory
classes are mandatory and optional preprocessing. The first class,
system. On the
preprocessing, are those steps that should be included in every OCR
consideration
other hand, the optional preprocessing steps are those steps taken into
The optional
according to the need based on the requirement problem at hand.
teristics.
proces ses may not be applied to a problem at hand depending on its charac

2.2.1 Mandatory Preprocessing Steps
tion of the
The subsequent section s of this part will be dedicated to the descrip
s. The steps
preprocessing steps that are required in most character recognition system
apped without
are termed as mandatory since the recognition engine could be handic
these preceding processes.

2.2.1.1

Digitizatioll

ent to gain
The basic idea behind any OCR system is digitizing a printed docum
for thi s purpose,
access to all the facilities provided by an electronic document. Thus
ition system , will
the first step of any pattern recognition, paJticularly character recogn
image . This
be the acquisition of the hard copy of the document in a form of raster
be termed as
step of an OCR system is called digitization or sometimes it may also
ent, which is the
proces s of scanning the document. Thus, converting paper docum
le format will
classical but dominant analog storage media, to electronically editab
start from digitization [Srihari et al 1996).
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Digitization process for the case of printed or handwritten documents is done using a
device called optical scanner. This computer peripheral is capable of converting the
hard copy into different format that range from true co lor intake to binary form
scatming giving the faci lity of adj usting varying reso lution for the image. The most
commonly used form at is the bitmap format, which is dominantly used for the case of
OCR [Pandya & Macy, 1996]. The price of such computer peripherals is reducing
and the quality of image produced by the device is getting better from time to time
making the quality of inputs to recognition systems more precise.

Scanners are capable of producing image representation in a variety of formats. One
of the most common of these is the bit map (.BMP) format. A scanned image is
represented as an 8-bit per pixel or 256 level gray scales. This has to be converted to a
I-bit per pixel or monochrome to be used with the other preprocessing and
recognition techniques that follow [Pandya & Macy, 1996].

2.2.1.2

Image Billarizatiofll ThresllOlding

After the process of appropriate digitization, there are some sets of preprocessing
steps that the digitized image should go through before the target blocks of the
scatmed document are fed to the OCR engine. One of these preprocessing steps is
image binarization. Practically, image binarization is the process of converting an
image of up to 256 gray level s to a black and white image. After the binarization
process the di gitized document will have only black and white pixels, which helps the
OCR engine to deal with only on bi-Ievel basis (black or white pixels). Thi s
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}

preprocessing step enhances the performance of the recognizer since the engine will
only be expected to hand le binary pixels rather than a set of true co lors.

-.
In practice not all pixels of a scanned or digitized document have same intensity of
colors when the image is converted into gray-scale level. For the cases where the
intensity of pixels in the gray-scale level is not uniform , the simplest way to use in
<

image binarization is to choose a threshold value and classify all pixels with values
below thi s tlu'eshold as black, and all other pixels as white. The problem in this
approach is then how to select the correct threshold value. In many cases, thi s

\,/
.
threshold value is selected by.-expenmentatlOn. Different algorithms use vanous
approaches to select this threshold value in global as well as local manner.

Through the binari zation of gray scale image, useful information for character
segmentation and recognition as well for other stcps in the recognition step may be
lost [Seong-Whan Lee, et ai, 1996]. Thus, during binarization, one should be very
careful not to lose such important ingredients of the character. For the purpose of
binarizing the scanned document image, different thresholding techniques could be
implemented that are used not to lose important information about the image.

As pointed out earlier, thresholding is used to segment an image fro m its background
by setting all pixels whose intensity values are above a tiu'eshold to a foreground
value and all the remaining pixels to a background value. The thresholding teciuliques
that are used to discriminate an individual pixel as foregro und or background pixel
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Thresholding Algorithm:
INPUT : Gray scale

imagef(i,j);

where i and j are row and column numbers of the target pixel.

s of the target pi xe l.
OUTPUT: Binary image g(i,j); where i and j are row and co lumn number
PROCESS

(i,j) in th e IN PUT gray scale image

•

For each pixel at position

•

Get the intensity of the target pixel/( i,j)

•

Compare the intensity value with some threshold value T

•

or Background pixel
Set the correspond ing pixel in the Binary image as either foreground
If /(i,j» T then
Otherwise

g(i,j)= J (White)
g(i,j)=O (Black)

Figure I: rheesh o ld ing Algorit hm

using one of the
As discussed above the threshuld value, T could be computed
quality and the
approaches of threshold selection based on the input docum ent
the best threshold
intended binarization algorithm method. The trick is how to select
mentation on
value that most of the time computed and used after intensive experi
different values of parameters.

2.2.1.3 Segmentatioll
the other critical
In offline OCR system s, after the binarization process, one of
of segmentation
preprocessing steps is image segme ntation . There are variou s types
. For the case
rangin g from text block segmentation to character stroke segmentation
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of character segmentation, at this stage of the preprocessing, the lower level of the
writing system is isolated from the raster image.

Character segmentation is the process of extracting a single lower level abstraction of
a writing system from a text, which requires further examination. This process is also
call ed character tracing that involves locating of each character in a digiti zed
document. Since the character segmentation subsystem will accept the binary form of
the digitized image, discriminating the white and black pixels will do the tracing.

The character iso lation progreSSIOn

111

th is preproceSSll1g phase of a character

recognition system involves the scanning of the document row by row from left to
right and from top to bottom until all the characters in the document are extracted.
Any failure or error in the segmentation step produces a negative effect on the
character classification. Due to this reason, the segmentation process must be very
robust and effective. As S. W. Lee et al [Seong- Whan Lee, et ai , 1996] described, the
complexity of character segmentation stems from the wide variety of fonts, rapidly
expanding text style, and image characteristic such as poor quality printing and poor
binary images. He also pointed out that touched ; overlapped, separated, and broken
characters are major factors for causing segmentation errors [[Seong-Whan Lee, et ai,
\996].

While Character segmentation is often possible for machine-printed text, it is more
difficult for handwritten material and is perhaps the major problem encountered in
reading cursive scripts.
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A very well known and successful segmentation algorithm for none cursIve and
uncolmected characters is the stage-by-stage segmentation that invo lves isolating
lines, words and characters respectively by use of projection pro file . The histogram
developed by the projection presents the frequency of grayscale values in an image
either in row or column wise. The three successive steps of segmentation help to
segment each line from the document; then each word from each line and every
character from each word. For this purpose, a histogram, which counts the number of
black pixels either in a row or column of the binary image, is used to analyze each
region. Thus the projection profile in gray-scale image is used to segment the lines as
well as the characters in the raster image.

The row wise projection and histogram construction is used to segment or iso late
lines from a document whi le column wise proj ection and histogram construction is
used to segment words and characters based on the number of white lines between
consecutive objects or characters during the character tracing.

In general the different methods of character segmentation can be classified into three
categories;

straigllt

segmentation

method ,

recognition

based

or

recursive

segmentation method, and cut classification method.

Straight Segmentation Method
In straight segmentation method, each word is segmented into several characters and
the isolated characters are fed to the character recognition engine. This method of
character segmentation hi ghly depends on the power of the segmentation point of
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each logical unit [Kahan S., et al 1987]. The power of the segmentation point can be
interpreted as the capability of the threshold value to segment all individual characters
from the rest. The method can also be easi ly affected by noisy pixels. Acco rding to
Pal and Chaudhuri [1995], the result obtained when implementing this kind of
segmentation on printed BangIa script, the result is reported to be good and not
sensitive to noise as long as the text is not skewed.

Recognition-Based Segmentation

In recognition-based segmentation, the raster image is analyzed and a set of possible
segmentation points will be pointed out [Seong-Whan Lee, et al 1996]. These
candidate segmentation points are discriminated based on a recognition result. This
segmentation approach feed the area found by each candidate point of segmentation
to the recognizer and if that region is correctly recognized it wi ll continue to the next
character taking the preceding as one individual character. If the recognizer could not
classify the region, the next candidate point of segmentation will be taken for the
same analysis. Thus, the recognition-based segmentation will highly depend on the
performance and accuracy of the recognizer.

o

A sim ilar approach is suggested by Casey and Nagy [1982] , which merges the
segmentation and recognition tasks. As described by the authors, the text line will
first be identified and a sequence of pattern arrays where there is a sufficient white
space wi ll be identified. This process wi ll segment untouched characters correctly and
overlapping characters will be taken as one pattern. If a pattern array fails to be
recogni zed, the pattern array will be narrowed down from the ri ght and the truncated
image will be sent for recognition. Thi s process continues until the pattern is
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hm is tested
recognized or the pattern array is less than a specifi ed length. This algorit
The authors
on differe nt docum ents and the result is reporte d to be remarkable.
characters were
reporte d that fo r docum ents with 2000 characters for which seven
touching; only one error is found [Casey and Nagy, 1982].

Cut Classification Method
on the classifiers
The third metho d, which is the cut classificati on metho d, is based
colunm of the
decision whether it represents a cut hypoth esis or not, for each
character image [Seong-Whan Lee, et al 1996].

In this approach, along with the

how to segment
classification result of the recogni zer, so me hypothesis will be set on
the hypoth esis
the charac ters and the combination of the result of the recognizer and
will be consid ered.

stage-b y-stage
Most of the studi es condu cted on Amharic character recognition used
image . From
segme ntation fo r isolating or extracting each charac ter from the raster
ntation will
the success of the previous researches, this method of charac ter segme
y-stage character
al so be used in this work. The reason for going for the stage-b
on and character
recognition, which deals with line segmentati on, word segme ntati
are written in
segme ntation using vertical and horizontal projection is that, the scripts
ted by specia l
sllch manne r that no character tOllch one another and words are separa
differe nt other
charac ter, whi ch is a colon (:). After the character isolati on,
ition.
preprocessing algoritluns need to be used to achieve a higher rate of recogn
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Stage-by-Stage Segmentation Algorithm:
INPUT : Binarized scanned image docum ent
and identified from the
OUTP UT: An electro nic docum ent with charac ters being iso lated
Image
PROC ESS:
•

Do horizontal projection profile to ident ify the lines

•

r of blac k
Select the top and bottom line of a logical text line based on the numbe
pixels .
is greater than
• If the top logical line is not identifi ed and the numbe r of black pixels
l line .
some threshold value it is the indication of the top line of the logica
pixe ls is less
• [fthe top line ofthe logical line is identified and the numbe r of black
line.
than the thresho ld va le it is the indication of bottom li ne of the logical

•

For each of the identified logical text li nes
•

Do Vertica l projection profi le

•

black pixels
[fthe left border ofa charac ter is not identifi ed and the numbe r of
border of
is grater than the predefi ned threshold value it is the indication of left
the charac ter

•

pixels is
[fthe left border ora charac ter is identified and the numbe r of black
character.
less than the predefi ned threshold va lue, it is the right border of the

Figure 2: Stage-by-Stage Segme ntation Algori thm
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2.2.2 Optiollal Preprocessing Steps
In thi s section of the paper, some of the major optional preprocessing steps will be
described and their contribution towards making the recognition be efficient will be
pointed out.

2.2.2.1

Thillning

In a writing communication system, the symbols and combination of them to
represent the sounds in a language will be put on the writing material occupying some
I

stroke width. Most of the time, the width of a character furnishes no significant
information to the character recognizer. Due to this reason most pattern recognition
systems involving image analysis will add one preprocessing step that erodes the
character stroke to make the image of the character one pixel wide. This
preprocessing step is called character thilming or skeletonization .
The motivation for character thilming arises from the fact that the stroke width of the
characters obtained by the method of character segmentation and the preceding
preprocesses is not uniform. Moreover there is unevenness on the stroke width due to
the variation of the writers and the imprecision of the writers. In order to resolve these
problems, smoothing is needed. And as portrayed above, the smoothing is done by
thilming.
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2.2.2.2 Size Normalizatioll
As in the case of stroke width of handwritten characters, it has been pointed out that
characters of any writing system will not have the same height and width. The case
will be much more apparent when the problem domain is on handwritten text where
di ssimilarity is observed for a same writer let alone different writers. Research
pointed out that the major sources of variation in handwriting are size (height), slant,
skew (slope), stroke width and rotation [Senior A. W. and Robinson A. 1., 1998]
[Simon J.

c.,

1992]. If one system minimizes these and the like constraints the

efficiency of the system will boost up, which is the demand of the information
society.

Thus size normalization or scaling will help to make all characters encountered in the
scanned image to be of same width and height. This preprocessing step will help to
effect same action on all isolated characters in the coming stages of the recognition
process. This normali zation is more crucial when the classifier is a size non-variant
neural network. Thi s type of classifier will accept same size of input patterns for each
character representation to classify the input characters according to the pattern
observed at each selected area of the binarized image.

Juts like any preprocessing algorithm, there are vanous size normalization
approaches. These approaches are expected to be loss less algorithms where after the
application of the algorithm on the bounded character all the features of the character
must be preserved.
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The general algorithm for size normali zation schemes is shown as fo llows:

Size Normalization Algorithm:
INPUT: Any size of Character bounded in four sides
OUTPUT: MxN Size Character
PROCESS:
•

Calculate character width and height.

•

If character width is less or more than M size.

-7 Then expand or compress the image in x-direction.
•

If character height is less or more than N size.

-7 Then expand or compress the image in y-direction.
Figure 3: Size Normalization Algorithm

2.3 Techniques in Pattern Recognition
Being one of the branches in computational and machine intelligence science, pattern
recognition has various approaches to solve problems in its domain . These different
approaches of the branch could be termed as tecimiques of pattern recognition.
Pattern recognition as a science is the study of how patterns in real world or in the
brain of human being are processed and how to adopt the techniques to the machine.
This way the machine will have the power of identifying patterns and making
decisions based on the predefined features or past experience based on the type of the
recognition approach.
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One of the well-studied problems in pattern recognition is character recognition that
deals with mapping bitmap representation of lower level abstraction of a written or
printed language, which is a stroke or a character, to its computer system code.

Towards developing a robust and efficient character recognition systems for different
languages, various techniques of Pattern Recognition such as Template Matching,
Neural Networks, Syntactical Analyses, Wavelet Theory, Hidden Markov Models,
Bayesian theory etc have been explored [Wang, 2001]. These different techniques use
a good many of algorithms and approaches towards attaining same goal , which is
better recognition rate and robust OCR system [Wang A.B. & Fan K.C., 2001].

Puj ari et al [2002], describe one approach of character recognition, which is featuremapped recognition as, the recognition task accomplished by extracting certai n
primitives, or distinctive features of the characters input image [Pujari, et ai, 2002]. In
this approach each input character will be subjected to a module or routine which
extract some features or characteristics observed in the whole script and the result
will be used to classify the input image as one of the set of possible characters or
combination of strokes. Thus in feature mapped recognition approach; the individual
characters are recognizeCI based on a decision function that settles on the presence or
I

absence of different primitive components in the character.

In contrast to feature-mapped recognition , for the case of Image Mapped approach the
identification and the extraction of features are implicit processes within the
recognition process. This means that the classification of the recognizer is embedded

l Netwo rk based
inside some implicit modules. Burr [1988], point out that Neura
it uses the concept
OCRs, which is taken as the most robust system architecture since
of nervous system fo ll ow thi s princip le.

[1992]. The
There is another character recognition approach reported by Brown
identify single
method approaches the proble m by analyzing the way human beings
a charac ter or a
characters. The author claims that it is not the length or width of
ction between the
stroke that gives more information to the reader. It is the interse
such features like
lines and the relationship between lines. Based on the algorithm,
image and wi ll
intersection points; holes and curves will be extracted from an input
also claimed to
be checked against a set of known feature points. The algorithm
an 8x8 matrix
consum e much time and not efficie nt for images with greater than
representation.

huri [1995 ] which
Another recognition approach was also proposed by Pal and Chaud
ch. The algorithm
uses a tree classificat ion method to the feature extrac tion approa
s and an input
works in such a way that a tree will be constructed using the feature
a leaf node is
image is checked for existence of a feature at each root node until
node where the
reached. All characters of the language will be repres ented by a leaf
one of the leaf
input image is traversed throug h nodes of the tree and wi ll select
imation to the
nodes. The character represented by that node will be the best approx
ition accuracy on
input mage. Thi s algorithm is reported to have 96.55% recogn
BangIa scripts [Pal and Chaudhuri 1995].
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speech recognition, financial and economic modeling, and next-generation computing
models. [Encarta, 2001]

2.4.1 The Natural/Biological Neural Network
Generally speaking, neural networks fa ll into two categories: artificial neural
networks and biological neural networks. Artificial neural networks are modeled on
the structure and functioning of biological neural networks. Since the motivation of
the artificial neural network arise from the computational and pattern analysis of the
biological neural network, it is important to have an insight about the biological
neural network.

The most fam iliar biological neural network is the human brain. The human brain is
composed of approximately 100 billion nerve cells called neurons that are massively
intercorll1ected. Typical neurons in the hl1l11an brain are connected to on the order of
10,000 other neurons, with some types of neurons having more than 200,000
connections [Tom, 1997]. The extensive number of neurons and their high degree of
interconnectedness are part of the reason that the brains of living creatures are
capable of making vast number of calculations in a short amount of time.

The mai n characteristic of a biological neural network is that each neuron, or nerve
cell, receives signals from many other neurons through its branching dendrites . The
neuron produces an output signal that depends on the values of all the input signals
and passes thi s output on to many other neurons along a branching fiber called an
axon.
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2.4.2 The Artificial Neural Network
In its general sense, Artificial Neural Network is a highly interconnected network of
information-processing elements that mimics the cOlmectivity and functioning of the
human brain. Compared to a human brain, conventional programs are poor in dealing
with uncertainty and new patterns. These features of the human brain can be modeled
using the artificially designed neural network.

Neural networks are designed to address problems that are often very complex for
traditional computers to solve, such as speech and pattern recognition. One of the
most significant strength of neural networks is their ability to learn from examples.
Motivations for modeling natural neural networks artificially rose from the learning
and highly parallel computation capabi lity ofthe biological neural network.

Neural networks differ greatly from traditional computers in the way they are
programmed. Rather than using programs that are written as a series of instructions,
as do all traditional computers, neural networks are taught or more formally trained
with a set of training examples. The network is then able to " learn" from the initial
examples to respond to information sets that it has never encountered before. This
feature of Artificia l Neural Network is called learning capability of the system.

There are some sets of real world problem that can robustly be solved by artificial
neural network. These problems are kinds with data corresponding to noisy, complex,
and subject to high degree of distortion.
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According to Mitchell, problems with some specific characteristics can be tackled
using artificial neural network computation. These characteristics of the problems are
[Tom M. Mitchell, 1997]:
~

Many attribute-value pairs represent instances of the problem, where
the values could be highly correlated or independent of one another.

~

The target function output may be discrete-valued, real-valued , or
vector of several real- or discrete-valued attributes.

~

The training as well as test examples may contain errors or noisy data.

~

Longer training times are acceptable.

~

Fast evaluation of the trained or learned target function may be
required.

~

Understanding the learni ng and decision function of the target by
human is not important.

2.4.2.1

Design of an Artificial Neural Network

The design issues in neural networks are complex and are the major concerns of the
system developers. Designing a neural network consist of the following set of
decisions and activities.

•

Deciding the number of layers in the network.

•

Arranging neurons in various layers.

•

Deciding the type of connections among neurons for different layers,
as well as among the neurons within a layer.

•

Deciding the way a neuron receives input and produces output.
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•

Determining the strength of connection within the network by
allowing the network to come up with appropriate values of
connection weight s by using a training data set.

up with the best
In designing an artificial neural network, one CalUlot expect to come
that achieves
model/network in few shots. The process is an iterative course of action
ing on the
an optimal result by adjusting the parameters of the network depend
proximity of the output with the desired target.

2.4.2.2

Layers of an Artificial Neural Network

be grouped into
Any ANN could have any number of layers, where the neurons will
to the activities
these layers. The network could be divided into three parts according
neurons in this
of the neuron s in the layers. The first part is the input Pal·t where the
to receive its
layer are fully responsible for the task of interfacing the real world
responsible for
inputs . The second part is the set of layers; one or more hidden layers,
input layers. The
performing some form of computation on the input received by the
responsible for
last and third part will be the set of neurons in the output layer
interfacing the real world by providing network output.
, which becomes
When the input layer receive s the input its neuron s produce output
certain condition
input to the other layers of the system. The process continues until a
to the external
is satisfied or until the output layer is invoked and fires their output
environnlent.
at each layer, the
When described according to the activity that wou ld be undertaken
general description of each layer is as follows :
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Layer
Input

Activity
The activity of the input units represents the raw information that
is fed into the network. The input layer is the interfacing point
between the outer environment and the network.
These nodes are accessible for the training environment and may
therefore have signals directly imposed on them from outside.
The data to be trained has to be in the format, which is suited for
the input nodes.

Hidden

The activity of each hidden unit is determined by the activities of
the input units and the weights on the connections between the
input and the hidden units.
The hidden nodes reside between input and output layers. They
are not accessible by the environment. It is the task of these units
to develop an internal representation of the training set.

Output

The behavior of the output units depends on the activity of the
hidden units and the weights between the hidden and output
units. The output layer is the interfacing point between the
network and the outer environment.
These nodes are the complementary of the input nodes.

Table 1: Layers and their Activities
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2.4.2.3

Artificial Neural Network Architecture

The architecture of a neural network, as for any computational system, is the specific
arrangement and connections of the neurons that make up the network. The most
common neural network architectures have three layers. The first layer is called the
input layer and is one of the layers exposed to external signals. The input layer
transmits signals to the neurons in the next layer, which is called a hidden layer. The
hidden layer extracts relevant features or patterns from the received signals. Those
features or patterns that are considered important are then directed to the output layer,
the final layer of the network. A typical three layer artificial neural network is
presented in the figure below.

Input

Output

Patter",s

Patterus

I1tpUt Nodes

Output Nodes
Hiddet, Node s

Figure 4: Three Layer Artificial Neural Network Architecture

In an artificial neural network, input signals, such as pixel value of a segmented
character, or one attribute value of a variable, fall on a layer of input nodes, or
computing units. Each of these nodes is linked to several other " hidden" nodes
between the input and output nodes of the network. Each hidden node performs some
sort of calculation on the signals reaching it and sends a corresponding output signal
to other nodes . The fi nal output is a highly processed version of the input.
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1
To mImIC the way in which biological neurons learn patterns, the connections
between artificial neurons in a neural network are given adjustable connection
weights, or measures of importance. This value of the connection will keep changing
during the training session to hold the optimal value so as to make the best
approximation to new patters.
When signals are received and processed by a node, they are multiplied by a weight,
added up, and then transformed by a nonlinear function. The effect of the nonlinear
function is to cause the sum of the input signals to approach some value, usually + 1
or O. If the signals entering the node add up to a positive number, the node sends an
output signal that approaches + lout along all of its connections, while if the signals
add up to a negative value, the node sends a signal that approaches O.

2.4.2.4

Communication and Types o/Connections

Since neural network is the intercormection of many neurons, the cormection behavior
of the neurons needs to be stud ied to have good understanding on how the network
works. Each input and hidden layer neurons are cormected via a network of paths
carrying the output of one neuron as input to another neuron. These paths are
normally unidirectional, there might however be a two-way cormection between two
neurons, because there may be another path in reverse direction. A neuron receives
input from many other neurons, but produces a single output, which is communicated
to other neurons.
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The neuron in a layer may communicate with each other, or they may not have any
connections within their layer. But it is mandatory that the neurons of one layer be
always connected to the neurons of at least another layer.

There are different types of connections used between neurons of different layers.
These connections between layers are called inter-layer connections, while
connection of neurons within one layer is called intra-layer connection. The type of
connections between neurons of different layers could be:

• Fully connected: Each neuron on the first layer is cOlmected to every
neuron on the second layer.

• Partially connected: A neuron of the first layer does not have to be
connected to all neurons on the second layer.

• Feed fonvard/uni-directional: The neurons on the first layer send their
output to the neurons on the second layer, but they do not receive any input
back form the neurons on the second layer.

• Bi-directional: There is another set of connections carrying the output of
the neurons of the second layer into the neurons of the first layer.

• Hierarchical: If a neural network has a hierarchical structure, the neurons
of a lower layer may only communicate with neurons on the next level of
layer.

• Resonance: The layers have bi-directional connections, and they can
continue sending messages across the connections a number of times until
a certain condition is achieved.
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2.4.2.5

Training the Artificial Neural Network

It is po inted out that the excellence of artificial neural network is its abil ity to learn
with examples in the real world and capabil ity to deal with new patterns. Learning in
the context of ANNs means, that the network can adopt different behavior on the
basis of the data that is given to the network. Unlike telling the network how to react
to each data vector separately, as would be the case in the conventional programming,
the network itself is able to find properties from the presented data. The network
learning can be continued as new data becomes available. Learning is thus adaptive
for the case of artificial neural networks.

Then how the network learns new things is the critical question that should be asked.
Artificial Neural Networks are taught by presenting them with desired input-output
combination of training sets. The input wi ll be a set of attribute values or vector that
can make the generalization power of the network to increase and the output is the set
of values expected for that specific input pattern. After being supplied with input
patterns and the desired output pattern for each input, the network w ill do some
adjustment on its parameters to approximate the output of the network with the
desired output.

Input and hidden neurons wi ll be connected to the neurons of the immediate
neighborhood layer with some connection strength or weight. Beginning with equal,
or random , connection weights between the neurons, the inputs are digitally entered
into the input layer of the neural network and an output signal is computed and
compared to the target output. Small adjustments are then made to the connection
weights to reduce the difference between the actual output and the desired output.
Another input/output set is again presented to the network and further adj ustments are
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made to the connection weights so that the network will have a chance to encounter
different patterns of inputs. This process will help the network to have an optimal
strength between connections of neurons at different level.

The iterative training task is required for the reason that the first few times that the
input is entered, the network wi ll usually choose the incorrect output neuron value.
After repeating the weight-adjustment process many times for all input-output
patterns in the training set, the network learns to respond in the desired manner. If the
network is trained with appropriate training set which has the power to represent the
who le set, then the network is capable of classifying new patterns in their most
probable class.

2.4.2.6

Neural Network Learnillg Rules

The brain basically learns from experience. Artificial neural networks are sometimes
called machine-learning algorithms, because changing of its connection weights
during training causes the network to learn the solution to a problem. The strength of
corUlection between the neurons is stored as a weight-value for the specific
connection. The system learns new knowledge by adjusting these cormection weights.
The learning ability of a neural network is determined by its architecture and by the
algorithmic method chosen for training.

To have a working network, the empty network must be trained to handle different
events. To proceed with the learning process, there are various learning methods
which are called learning rules. A number of different neural network learning rules,
or algoritiuns, exist and use various techniques to process information. All the
learning rules use some sort of system to adjust the connection weights between the
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supervi sed learning, because it requires a teacher. The teacher may be a training set of
data or an expert who evaluates the performance of the network results.

Both unsupervised and reinforcement suffers from relative slowness and inefficiency
relying on a random shuffling to find the proper connection weights.

3. Supervised Learning
This method is proven highly successful in training of multilayered neural networks.
The network is not just given reinforcement for how it is doing on a task. Information
about errors is also filtered back through the system and is used to adjust the
connections between the layers, thus improving performance. Back propagation is a
typical case of supervi sed learning.

Basic steps in the learning process of supervised learning;

• A pair of input and output vectors presented to the neural network
• Forward pass with the input vector
• The errors between the desired and actual, computed by the forward pass,
response for each node in the output layer are found
• These errors are then used to determine weight changes in the network
according to the prevailing learning rule.
• This forth and back process will continue until an optimal solution is found
The most widely used scheme for adjusting the connection weights is called error
back-propagation. The back-propagation learning scheme compares a neural
network's calculated output to a target output and calculates an error adjustment for
each of the nodes in the network. The neural network adjusts the connection weights
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according to the error values assigned to each node, beginning with the connections
between the last hidden layer and the output layer. After the network has made
adjustments to this set of connections, it calculates error values for the next previous
layer and makes adjustments. The back-propagation algorithm continues in this way,
adjusting all of the connection weights between the hidden layers until it reaches the
input layer. At this point it is ready to calculate another output.

2.4.2.7

Learning Rates

The learning rates are the rates at which artificial neural networks learn how to deal
with new patterns. This depends upon several controllable factors that have their own
effect on the performance of the system. Obviously, a slower rate means a lot more
time is spent in accomplishing the off-line learning to produce an adequately trained
system. With the faster learning rates, however, the network may not be able to make
the fine discriminations possible with a system that learns more slowly.
Network complexity, size, architecture, type of learning rule or rules employed, and
desired accuracy must all be considered. These factors play a significant role in
determining how long it will take to train a network. Changing anyone of these
factors may either extend the training time to an unreasonable length or even result in
an unacceptable accuracy.

Most learning functions have some provision for a learning rate, or learning constant.
Usually this term is positive and between zero and one. If the learning rate is greater
than one, it is easy for the learning algoritlun to exceed in correcting the weights, and
the network will move back and f011h. Small values of the learning rate will not
correct the current error as quickly, but if small steps are taken in correcting errors,
there is a good chance of arriving at the best minimum convergence.
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2.4.2.8

Leam ing laws

As learnin g in artificial neural networks is the process of adjusting
the connection
strength between successive neurons, there should be some predefined
law on how to
adjust the connection weight s. The learnin g laws are mathematica
l formulas or
algorithms used to make adjustment on connection weights. Most
of these laws are
sort of variation of the best-kn own and oldest learning law, Hebb 's
Rule. The rule is
defined as follows;
Hebb' s Rule: The fi rst and the best-known learnin g rule was
introdu ced by
Donald Hebb. The description appeared in his book "The organ
ization of

Behavior" in 1949. This basic rule is:

"If a neuron receives an input from another

neuron, and if both are highly active, i.e. mathematically have the same
sign, the
weight between the neurons should be strengthened and vise versa" .

2.4.2.9

Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP)

The most common neural network model is the multilayer perceptron
(MLP). This
type of neural network is known as a supervised netwo rk because it
requires a desired
output in order to learn. The goal of this type of netwo rk is to create
a model that
correctly maps the input to the output using hi storica l data so that the
model can then
be used to produce the output when the desired output is unkno wn.
The MLP and many other neural networks learn usmg an algorit
hm called
backpropagation. With backpropagation, the input data is repeatedly
presented to
the neural netwo rk. With each presentation the output of the neural
netwo rk is
compa red to the desired output and an error is computed. This error
is then fed
back (backpropagated) to the neural network and used to adj ust the
weights such
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that the error decreases with each iteration and the neural model gets closer and
closer to producing the desired output. This process is known as "training" .

Backpropagatioll
The multi-layer perceptron (MLP) feed-forward network needs to be equipped with a
good learning algorithm to model the approximation of the real neural system.
Backpropagation is then the algorithm widely used for the three-layered perceptron
network training. The backpropagation algorithm learns the weights for a multilayer
network given a fixed set of units and interconnections. Thi s algoritlull implements
gradient descent to attempt to minimize the sum of square error between the network
output and the desired output during training.

The learning process in backpropagation is an iterative action processing a set of
training samples, comparing the network's prediction for each sample with the
actual known output. For each such input patterns, the weights at each connection
will be modified so as the sum of mean squared error between the actual and
desired output will be minim ized. The modification starts from the back, weights
between the output and last hidden layer, and propagates to the front , weights
between the first hidden layer and the input layer.
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The sum of mean squared error, at each iteration, will be calculated as
fo llows.

Figure 5: Networ k Output Error Formul a

Where :
E(w) is the sum of mean squared error over the networ k
Output s is the set of output units in the networ k
tkd

is the target value associa ted with the II" output unit and training examp
le d.

Okd

is the output value associated with the II" output unit and trainin g examp
led.
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The genera l algorithm for Feedforward backpropagation learning algorit
hm

IS

presented as follows:

Backpropagation Algorithm:
INPUT: A multil ayer Feedf orwar d netwo rk, the trainin g sampl e,
and the learni ng rate.
OUTPUT: A neural netwo rk trained to classify
PROCESS:
I.

Initialize all weights and bias in the network

2.

While termin ating cond ition is not satisfied
For each training sample X from the sample set
1.

For each hidden or output layer un it j
=

/j

I

Wij O;

+ OJ Net inputs of unit j with respect to the previous

layer i.

I
OJ = - - , - The output of each unit j
I +e '
11.

For each un itj in the output layer
Errj = OJ (! - OJ )(T; - OJ J Compute the error at each output unit

iiI.

For each un itj in the hidden layers from the last to the first hidden
layer
Errj = 0/1 - OJ

JI, Err, w;<

Compute the error for the next hi gher

layer
iv.

For each weight W'j in the network
"'Wij

lVij

v.

=

= /r
IVy'

* Err; 0; Weight increment where Ir is the learning rate
+ "'wij Update the weight

For each bias OJ in the network
'''OJ = /r* Err j Bias increment where

Ir is the learnin g rate

OJ =OJ +'''OJ Update the Bias

Figure 6: Backpropagation Algorithm
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2.5 Attempts 011 Amharic OCR
Wo rku Alemu who was a postgra
duate stud ent at SISA (Sc hool of
Information
Studies for Africa) first tried out
optical character recogn ition pro
totype for
Amharic characters. Worku attemp
ted to test the applicability of som
e OCR
techniques on the Amharic script,
with a vie w to adopt a wo rking
algorithm
[Worku, 1997). Worku studied the
feature of the 23 1 core characteris
tics along
with the variou s seg mentati on and
reco gnition algorithms use d to reco
gni ze scripts
in other foreign lan guages. For
the case of classificat ion Worku
use d a tree
classification scheme built usin g
topo log ical feature s of a character.
He too k
on board the stage-by-stage seg
mentation and topological fea
tures based
recognition algo rithms. After sele
cting and modifYing the algorithm
s he wrote a
Vis ual C++ program to develop
the prototype and test the perform
ance of the
selected algoritluns. The OC R sys
tem developed by Worku was abl e
to recognize
97.31 % of the main test case, wh
ich is a Laser printout of Amhar
ic text with
normal typestyle of WashRa font wit
h 12-point font size .

In the year 1998, Ermias dealt
with the problem of fo rmatted
Am haric tex t
reco gnition. His work concentrated
on underlined and italicized charac
ters . In his
wo rk, Ermias use d thinning algorith
m to tran sform the input characters
into one
pixel wide format and he also imp
lemented algo rithms to rem ove und
erline. In his
work, Ermias attempted to improv
e the Amharic OC R system dev
eloped by
Worku by incorpo rating the faci
li ty of handlin g formatted Am
haric tex t
recognition. For thi s purpose, Erm
ias used preprocess ing algo rithms
fo r thinn ing
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and underline detection and remova
l. After analyzing the problem and
the existing
thilming algorithms, Ermias selected
the Zang-Suen 's thinning algorithm
for future
consideration and a recognition rate
of 89.25% is reported [Ermias, 199
8].

In 1999 two attempts in the area of
Amharic OCR were made. Oereje,
graduate of
SIS A considered the development
of Amharic OC R prototype for typ
e printed
characters [Oe reje 1999]. Oereje
Teferi also tried to improve the
capability of
Amharic OC R by recognizing poo
r quality typewr itten Amharic docum
ent. To this
end, Oereje used preprocessing alg
orithms for image enhanc ement and
character
building. The algorithm adopted for
image restoration is a binary morph
ological
filter. In addition, segmentat ion and
recognition algorithms originally ado
pted by
Worku were modified to su it to the
peculiar characteristic s of typewritte
n Amharic
charac ters . The result of the OC
R system developed by Oereje
produce a
recognition acc uracy of 53.47%
for documents written with mec
hanical
typewriters.

Birhanu made another attempt in
a same year, 1999; he considered
the case of
computer printed characters to be
recognized [Birhanu, 1999]. The
se attempts
were considering characters with
similar font type and font size. Ber
hanu, who
was a postgraduate student at tech
nology faculty of AAU, studied the
use of ANN
(Artific ial Neural Netwo rk) for
the recognition of Amharic text.
In hi s work
Berhanu used the approach that
after segmenting characters usin
g suitable
segme ntation algorithm s, they are
fed to a feed forward neural netwo
rk. A feed
forward neural network with 256
input, 40 hidden and 8 out put
nodes was
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des igned and trained using the bac
k propagatio n algo rithm on selected
Amhar ic
cha racters as trainin g sets . The sys
tem was tested on printed Amharic
docum ent,
whi ch is written usin g ALTEX Eth
iopian fo nt with 16-point size and
a recognitio n
accuracy of 35% was obtained.
Berhanu used MATLAB image
processmg
too lbo x, whi ch extracts the charact
er image in its boundary box.

Yarega l Assabi e also tried to explore
the variou s OCR develo pm ent app
roaches,
techniques and me thodol ogies. He
as well tried to investi gate the pos
sibili ties of
adoptin g and/or developin g al gor
ithm s for Amhar ic charac ter
recognition
[Yaregal, 2002]. Yarega l showed
the very bas ic concep ts in OC R tech
nology and
put light on various character reco
gnition techniques and pre processin
g me tho ds.
The classification/recognitio n of the
developed OC R sys tem use d neural
net wo rks.
BrainM ake r neural netwo rk softwa
re was use d for this experim ent. The
netwo rk
has 64 input nodes, 64 hidden nod
es, and 8 output nod es. A sup erv
ised learnin g
with a back propagation algorithm
is used by Yarega l to train and sele
ct the best
netwo rk model. Thi s network mod
el is integrated with the developed
OC R sys tem.

The sys tem developed by Yarega
l was trained with 10 and 12 fo
nt sizes of
VG200 0 Agazia n font type . Aft
e r the trainin g the sys tem was
tested with
document s of fo nt size 8, 12, and
14. The system correc tly recogni zes
65.02% and
74.68% charac ters of size 8 and
12 respecti vely, which wer e incl
uded in the
trainin g set. It also cl ass ify 62.87%
and 81 .07% of the cha racters not
includ ed in
the trainin g as unknow ns for the two
fo nt size s respecti vely. Yarega l cl
aim ed that
the resul t fo r doc um ent s wit h fo nt
size 14 was not far from the me ntio
ned two fo nt
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sIze results. Generally the system developed by Yaregal correctly
recognized
73 .1 % of the characters included in the training set and 70.04% of
the characters
not included in the training were classified as unknown

N igussie , who is also a graduate of SISA had worked on the recogn
ition of
Handwritten Amharic legal amounts of checks, the purpose
of which IS
investigating the application of neural networks as a tool to recognize
handwritten
Amharic characters for the purpose of processing bank checks [Nigus
sie 2000].
N igussie used stage-by-stage character segmentation, and the charac
ters were
normalized after segmentation to 16x 16 pixel matrix and conver
ted to onedimensional array to be input to the neural network. Nigussie clamed
that even
though some preprocessin g steps were applied to the raster
image , the
classification result of the neural network was not found to be satisfa
ctory. The
reason for this unsatisfactory result was attributed to insufficient
sample data
suppli ed for the neural network.

In the year 2000, Million Meshesha, another graduate of SISA undert
aken his
thesis research work making his object ive to generate a generalized
approach to
make previously adopted recognition algorithms to handle Amharic
texts printed
in different fonts . Million, in his researc h work, reviewed the works
done by
Worku ( 1997), Ennias(1998), Dereje (l999) and Brhan u(l999
) and other
literatures and considered some thinning and feature extraction algorit
luns. After
taking different algorithms for further consideration , a Visual
C++ code is
developed for each algorit lun and using different test case the efficie
ncy for each
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I
l
algorithm as well as the integrated system is tested. The test case
Amharic
docum ents were written using Agafari (Agafari-Add is Zemen, Agafa
ri-Rejim),
WashRa, and Visual Geez fonts.

In his work, Million integrate the Zang-Suen and Parallel thinnin g
algoritluns to
come up with a hybrid thilming algorithm, which resulted in
no loss of
connectivity and only 4% of shape distortion. He also modified the
stage-by-stage
segmentation algorithm by modifying the threshold for the thinne
d characters.
Finally, million reviewed the topological feature extraction algorit
hm and
extracted some features and tested the modification on the different
fonts selected
for the case. The accuracy obtained by the recogn ition system for the
test fonts are;
49.38% for WashRa, 26.04% for Agafari-Addis Zemen , 27.64% for Agafa
ri-Rejim
and 15.75% for Visual Geez fonts.

Recently Messay Hailemariam made an attempt to so lve the
problem of
identifying postal addresses written in Amharic by applying OCR
techno logy.
Messay explored and test the application of simple geometric calculations
and line
fitting for handwritten Amharic Character Recognition by using charac
ters used in
writing of destination addresses in Amharic language. Messay used
the statistical
technique which is a regression line fitting approach by using the
least square
technique to solve the problem of handwritten character recognition
for the case of
postal address. The result obtained by the system was with accuracy
rate of 91.9% ,
which is very high for Amharic handwritten text. He attempted to reduce
number
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generation to another by means of writing which uses those symbols of the
language that represent either the alphabet or the phoneme.

In a language where it has its own writing system, every sound is represented by
some set of strokes. These combinations of strokes make-up the character set of
the language. The character sets or symbols used to represent the sounds of a
language are called scripts of that language. After formulating and being modified
through the set of characters through time, the speakers of the language will get
used to these symbols so that they can use the written language approach to
communicate as well as to preserve knowledge.

,

.

The first writing system was in the form of picture drawing that represents events
and objects. In this pictorial writing system, Egyptians are those to mention who
used to draw or paint on monuments, walls or rocks in and after 3000BC [Dereje,
1999]. In hi s book, "Language in Ethiopia", Bender et al [1976] noted that all
middle-eastern scripts originate from Egyptian picture writing system, which is
called the Hieroglyphics. The Geez script is one of these scripts, since it is derived,
in its unvocalized shape, from the South Arabian alphabet (i.e. Sabaean script)
[Ullendoff, 1973 as quoted by Dereje, 1999]. Ethiopic script is one of the ancient
alphabets in the world that is used to write in languages such as Geez, Amharic,
Tigrigna, etc.
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According to Bender [Bender et ai , 1973 ], the present writing system of Amharic
is taken from Geez, which was brought to the highlands by immigrants from South
Arabia in the first century A.D .

As a writing language, the layout of the characters and the direction of the writing
wi ll have one format. Concerning the direction of writing the characters, while
Sabaean characters are written from right to left, Geez and Amharic and any
language that uses the script for writing is written from left to right. In addition to
the direction of the writing, unlike other scripts, in the Amharic scripts, the vowels
are integrated with the consonants. Thus there are no separate vowel characters in
the Ethiopic writing system. The vowels are integrated in the characters by
modifying the base characters in some form, which together represent syllable
combinations consisting of a consonant and vowel. Thus the Amharic writing
system is often called syllabic rather than alphabetic. Except for some special
characters every stroke in the Ethiopic script is connected. Since the Amharic
writing style is syllabic the symbols or scripts used in Amharic writing system
represent a phoneme and not a sound.

Unl ike the English scripts, the concept of upper case and lower case characters are
absent in Amharic script writing system. In addition to the capitalization absence,
a line of Amharic script lies at the same level, having no ascent and descent
features. This feature of Amharic writing system grant that there will always be a
white line between two consecutive lines of characters, unless and otherwise the
line is inclined.
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When analyzing the number of symbols used in Amharic language writing system,
it is composed of a total of more than 330 characters. The basic writing character
set is composed of 33 symbols that are core characters. Each of theses core
characters occurs in 7 orders; one basic form and six non-basic forms representing
syllable combinations consisting of a consonant and vowel. In addition to the 23 1character set, the 33 core and its 7 forms, there are additional symbo ls to represent
numbers and other rarely used characters, which make up a number of characters
in Amharic writing system to be greater than 330. [Bender et aI, 1976]. For the
whole character set, refer to Annex 6.

As described by Bender et al [1976J the non-basic forms (vocalization) of each
core character are derived from the basic forms by attaching small appendages
(diacritic marks) to the right, left, top or bottom in more or less regular pattern for
the first 5 forms . The last two forms are very irregular in the modification, which
makes categorization of the characters difficult. In general it could be concluded
that the Amharic characters, formally called "Fedel" , have gone through a serious
of changes and shape modifications to have the present form.

3.3 Amharic Handwriting
Handwriting was, and still is, the most dominant means of written communication.
Along with its old age and domi nance in written communications, it brings
difficulty to automation of handwritten documents. In handwritten documents, the
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major challenge is the existence and possibility of having connected characters,
overlapping strokes, skewed and slant letters along with variation on the size of
different as well as same characters at different instances.

In handwriting, variations

In

spacing are generated from difference in writing

style. The problem is even evident for same characters written by one user at
different instances. Since handwritten text lacks uniform spacing, stroke layout,
alignment, and etc. preprocessing steps are very challenging. In Amharic writing
system there is an advantage that the structure of characters provide to the
preprocessing steps of OCR engine. Thi s advantage is the feature of Amharic
characters being unconnected and the nonexistence of cursive writing unless and
otherwise there is overlapping strokes due to the style of the writer.

3.4 Writing style o/"Yekum Tsifet"
Before the importation of the devices used in printing presses, all documents used
to be handwritten. Most of them were written for religion purpose and
correspondence between different administrative organs of the at-then government.
Since all the letters need to be read by the receiver, there used to be common
writing style in all the writers. This special kind of traditional writing system of
Amharic scripts is called "Yekum Tsifet". This written communication means used
to be painted on animal skin and of course is handwriting. The art of producing
parchment and handwritten books and documents using this teclmique is a very
significant feature of Ethiopian cultural heritage, and is as well a very old one.
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There are different writing materials for handwritten text. But for the purpose of
"Yekul11 Tsifet" the dominant one is vellum or parchment. Parchment is animal
skin prepared from any domesticated mammals such as the ox, cow, calf, sheep,
goat, horse and wild animals such as lion, tiger, gazelle, antelope, etc. but goat
skin more preferred due to the fact that it is a fine white one and can take ink very
well.

According to Sergew [1972], in early times, the inhabitants of the opposite side of
the Red Sea, the Sabaeans, emerged to Ethiopia, and around 1000 Be brought with
them a written language, which began to be used by the indigenous inhabitants.
From then onwards, different writing materials were used for the purpose of
putting ideas and knowledge on relatively long living materials. In addition to
parchments, when we come to the third and forth centuries A.D. , we find a variety
of writing materials like stone, metal, clay, and al so wood [Sergew, 1972].

Among the materials used for writing on hard materials, ink is the major one. For
the case of parchments, there are two kinds of mostly used inks, black and red,
which were and still are used in Ethiopia for writing on parchments. The black ink
is of a slightly different variety. Its colors are mainly two, charcoal black and
greenish black. The former is prepared particularly for magical prayer document
writing and the latter on for daily uses.
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When analyzing the features of the special writing style, which is the concern of
this paper, there are some add itional characteristics attributed to it. Kefyalew
Merahi, in hi s book "The Contribution of Ethiopian Orthodox Church to Ethiopian

Civilization" [1987], put a clear explanation on how to write "Yekum Tsifet". As
per hi s elucidation, when writing "Yekurn Tsifet", the punctuations playa great
role for the readability of the text. In addition to the punctuations, there are some
pre-processes on the writing material, which is animal skin [Kefyalew, 1987].

The preparation of the animal skin will help to guide the layout of the characters
and the whole structure of the document. According to his narrative, sequences of
horizontal and vertical lines are drawn on the animal skin using sharp metal so that
each character falls in one block. This feature of the writing style permits character
as well as lines and words not to touch each other unless and otherwise a major
noise is present.

This same description of how parchment are produced and handwriting on the
parchment is proceeded is describe by Assefa Liban. He describes the process, as

"during the preparation of parchment, the writer or scriber will put lines on the
parchment to guide the writing. The awls, usedfor ruling, have a dull lip to protect
the parchment fro m being torn. " [Assefa, 1987]
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Learning how to
write using the styl
e of "Yekum Tsife
t" is claimed to be
The most difficul
difficult.
t process in learni
ng how to write "Y
ekum Tsifet" is th
e course
of designing and
painting the sym
bols. Because of
the difficulty to
learn the
technique, priority
used to be given
by devoting more
teaching hours. Pa
inting by
itself could be a
career for the scrib
ers. According to
Sergew [1972] , gi
well-trained painte
fted and
rs can have the ch
ance to get full tim
e jo b as a scriber.

The layout of th
e characters is so
mewhat different
in old times. Quo
Wright, Sergew re
ting W.
ported that; "in th
e fifteenth century
.... th e handwritin
g is more
angular than at a
subsequent years ...
. The writing style
o f the sixteenth ce
is very different
nt w y ....
in appearance from
that o f the fifteen
th. It is more ro
unded in
many o f its forms
an d in the exampl
es known to me, is
decidedly small in
size and
delicate. The chan
ges since then are
very minor"

Concerning the us
e of punctuations
, in this special ty
pe of Amharic ha
ndwriting
system, every wor
d in a sentence is
separated from th
e other using spec
ial word
separator punctuat
ions. These word
separating punctu
ations are: "N ek ut
" or colon
(: ) to separate wor
ds in a sentence,
"NeteJa Serez" (r
) which acts as a
comma in
Latin scripts, "D
ereb Serez" (I )
which acts as a
semicolon in Latin
script and
"Arat Netib" (::)
which acts as a
sentences terminat
or or period in La
tin script
[Kefyalew, 1987].
Based on these ru
les, every word in
this special writin
g system,
"Yekum Tsifet" ,
is separated from
the other using on
e of these separato
rs.
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The other peculiar feature of "Yekum Tsifel" is the weight of stroke colors. The
text is either written using red or black ink or the combination of two and each
stroke is written in bold format. This feature of the writing style will help 10
identify the information bearing strokes from the text, which is flooded by noise
due to the writing materi al and/or the animal skin.
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CHAPTER FOUR
EXPERIMENTATION

4.1

Introduction

Thi s part briefl y describes the results of experimentation that took place in
implementing different preprocessing algorithms and approaches towards coming
up with a workable recognition engine. Thus, in thi s chapter, discussion at each
stage of the development process wi ll be described along with the respective result
achieved and the difficulties faced.

As the aim of the research is to devise a recognition engine for a spec ial type of
Amharic handwritten text ("Yekum Tsifet"), all the preprocessing tasks and
recognition is donc on Amharic text document written in the abo ve specified
writing style. Hereunder, various tasks of the research starting from data collection
to evaluation of the performance of the recognition engine will be discussed.

4.2

Data Compilation

In research like pattern recognition, the primary task is collecting required data and
preparing it fo r further processing. According to this, gathering of text documents
written in " Yekum Tsifet" has been conducted. On the course of collecting text
documents written in " Yekum Tsifet", difficulty faced in locating experienced
scribers to write the training and test document is worth mentioning. The main
reason attributed to thi s problem is that the writing system can be said obso lete, of
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course with the writers, due to the advent of fast text processing machines like
typewriter and computers.

As mentioned in section 3.4 the writing style of the problem domain was used to
write different types of documents for various purposes, like spiritual books,
government correspondence and historical books. And this was during those early
times when the society deals with documentation without computer and typewriter.
This situation reveals that the number of scribers will decrease from time to time
since the introduction of these two mechanical and electronic writing machines,
which elapsed some decades in Ethiopia. Thus, as declared in the previous
paragraph, finding a scriber to write the training as well as test document was a big

-

challenge. Using actual manuscripts was not also possible for testing due to its
requirement of various preprocessing steps like robust noise removal; repair of
degraded images and the effect of old age deprecation on the manuscripts. These
tasks could not be covered due to the time constraint while conducting this study.

Since the research is dealing with pattern recognition, or more specifically
characters pattern recognition, the data collected are of two types. The first being
data for training the neural network designed and created as a recognition engine,
the second wi ll be for testing the performance of the recognizer. Towards this end,
the approach followed in this work is to have the character set for the 33 basic and
6 forms of the basic character written by the scriber for the purpose of training.
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It is described in section 2.4.2 that neural network requires as many sample data as
poss ible to come up with a system having good generalization ability. There are
three dominant reasons for not having large training sample written by
professional scribers for teaching the neural network for our case. These are:
I. As described above for the case of "Yekum Tsifet", finding many

scribers and produce handwritten text documents was not possible.
2. Finding the 231 characters (the 33 basic and & 6 forms of each) in real
manuscripts was not possible as tried to look for the manuscript found
at the Institute of Ethiopian Studies, AAU.
3. Extracting all the characters from one manuscript was not possible one
due to the very noisy nature of the real manuscripts and the other since
finding the whole character set in one document was not possible.

Thus, what is used to train the network is the method of generating characters with
different noise level. The level of noise generated was restricted for 0.2 and 0.3
levels of random Gaussian noise as going for more noise show totally different
pattern for same character and a level less than 0.2 has no significant effect on the
character.

Using this method of random sample pattern generation, the data to train the
network was created on the fly as the network trains. While generating patterns for
testing the recogni zer, two approaches were adopted. The first approach is to
introduce any random Gaussian noise to the original character and test the
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performance of the recognition engine. The other approach is that, some text
document was extracted from the New Testanlent and given to the scribers who
wrote the training character set and produce that text document for testing purpose.

Sample character set, the first two basic characters and their 6 other forms, written
by one of the scribers for the training as well as for noise generation for testing and
training purpose is given below. Refer to Annex-I, Annex-2 and Annex-3 for the
full character sets used for training as scribed by two scribers.
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Figure 8: Sample Amharic Characters as Written by a Scriber

As literature shows, characters in manuscripts are written in unconnected manner
due to the grid on the skin and with uniform intensity of color. While
experimenting on the training data, it should be reported that some of the
characters in the test document written for testing the network performance were
found to be overlapping and some with very low color intensity. In addition to
that, the stroke width for characters among those written in the whole set is not
found to be the same as that of similar character in the test document. This
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indicates that the text document produc ed to test the accuracy of the
recognizing
engine is degraded compared to the character set produced to train the
network.

4.3

Digitizatiol1

As describ ed in section 2.2.1. 1, in OCR systems, the first electro
nic task that
follow s after data collect ion and before any preprocessing task is
digitiz ing the
printed or handwritten document. For the problem at hand, the
hand written
documents produced by the scribers are scarmed and prepared
for further
manipulation .

As digitization is the process of converting a printed or handwritten
document to
an electronic format , the handwritten "Yeku m Tsifet" documents are
scanned. The
scarming device used is Power Scan 1220 ST flat-bed scanner with
MiraS can
driver. Thc scanning parameler for the documents was of 300 dpi (densi
ty per inch
for vertical as well as horizo ntal dimensions) and with grayscale color
format. The
image is prepared using Adobe Photoshop Image Processor and saved
as a bitmap
(.BMP) image format.

The resulting bitmap images are then put as a resource in Micro
soft Vi sual
C++.Net project folder. These images then are processed using
different
preprocessin g algorithms. The following sections describe the experi
ments done
on the digitized documents inside the Vi sual C++.Net Programming
environment.
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4.4

Billarizatioll

Binarization, which is the task of discriminating the digitized document pixels into
foreground and background image, is performed immediately after the image is
loaded. Research shows that there are various methods that can be used to binarize
digitized documents. As explained in section 2.2.1.2, the binarization or
thresholding methods available could be either global or adaptive. For the case of
this problem domain methods from both approaches were tested.

For the first method , which is adaptive thresholding, one of the algorithms, named
Niblack algorithm was tested and found to be inefficient for the problem at hand.
The Niblack algorithm works in such a way that local minimum threshold value is
computed for each pixel by consulting the neighboring pixels. The algorithm uses
the mean and the standard deviation of color intensities of the pixels in the vicinity
of the target pixel. This algorithm is found to affect the basic features of the
character while trying to isolate the character pixels from background pixels.

The second method, which is global thresholding as described in chapter two, will
select one threshold value to work for all pixels in the image. The appropriate
global threshold value (which is color< I 4000000 where ' color' is a ' COLORREF' variable
in Visual C++.Net) is selected after repetitive experimentation by consulting the

output binary image. In this approach, all the pixels from the input image will be
0-

,~

1

~

("_

mapped to output image either as foreground (white) or background (plack) image
in one pass through the image. This method is found to be more effective in
isolating the text pixels from the image.
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Figure 9: Sample Binarized Image

To illustrate the experiment at this level in depth, the property of the writing style
is worth mentioning. In "Yekum Tsifet", since all the characters are written in bold
and heavy ink, unless and otherwise the noise is very visible, the binarization
method used for noise removal can be relaxed. In addition to the intensity, by
considering the fact that each Amharic character has fully connected strokes
(except seven special characters, which are not considered in this work since they
are not among the basic symbols) one can also use the strategy of analyzing the
connectedness of the stroke with the other parts of a character, which is not
covered in the current work.

y
After the binarization, or sometimes called thresholding, the scanned image will
have the feature that the foreground image will have a black color and a
background image will get hold of white color. This output of the binarizati on
module will be fed to the next level of processing, which is image segmentation.
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4.5

Image Segmentation

In OCR systems, as stated in the previous sections, image parts of interest to the

.

recognizer, which could be sentences, word, character or any type of stroke,
should be isolated. For the character recognition problem domain, the point of
interest or the low level of abstraction to be extracted is the character. Thus, this
part is devoted to describe the methods and approaches implemented to deal with
character segmentation problem.

After the binarization process is done, each logical line of the text is extracted by
constructing the horizontal histogram. During this process, a top and bottom line
of each logical text line is identified and marked with red color ~ This process of
line segmentation uses some experimentally attained threshold value to declare the
top and bottom of one text line. During experimenting the line segmentation phase,
a threshold value of five (5) for the number of black pixels in a row is found to
work well to isolate text lines. After getting done with the line segmentation,
character segmentation took

plac~.

To illustrate the performance of the stage-by-stage segmentation algorithm the
module as well as the output of the procedure is presented below.
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bool TOp:FALSE , BOT:FALSE ;
int BotLin e , TopLin e , cQunt ;
for(i=O ; i<=bm . bmHeig ht ; i++)
(
cQunt= O ;
for(j=O ; j<=bm . bmWid th ; j++)
{

color= dcima ge.Get Pixel( j , i ) ;

if (color= =m_Bl ack)
cQunt+ + ;

i f { {count <S) && {! TOP) )

for{j:O ; j<:bm , bmWid th;j++)
dcimag e . SetPix el(j , i , m_Whi te) ;
if(cQu nt>=5)
iff !TOP)

{

for{j:O ; j<:bm , bmWid th ; j++)
{
dCimag e . SetPix el(j , i-l , ffi_Red ) ;
TOp:TRUE ;
TopLin e=i -1 ;

if (count <S)
i f {TOP)

{

for{j:O ; j<:bm . bmWidt h; j++)
(
dCima ge.Set Pixel( j , i , ffi_Red) ;
TOp: FALSE ;
BotLin e=i ;

Figure 10: C++ Code for Line Segmentation

Starting from pixel found at the top first row, the procedure count
the number of
black pixels in each row. If the number of black pixels in one row is
more than the
specified number

(which is set to be five black pixels for the binarized image)

and if top of one line is not reached, that line of the image is taken
as the top line
of that specific text line. Otherwise, if the top line is found and the
number of
black pixels is less than the specified value (which is again five), then
that line of
pixels is taken as the bottom line of a specific text line. After finding
the row
number of the top and bottom line, the procedure will draw a red line
bounding the
text line. The number of black pixels in a line used to di scriminate
logical text
lines is selected to five after differe nt values are tested for efficiency.
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the procedure
The binarized image is presented to this module and the output of
turn out to be very good,
ric script
As described in chapter three, in Amharic writing system a line of Amha
feature of the
lies at the same level, having no ascent and descent features, This
hm to fit
Amharic writing system makes the stage-by-stage segmentation algorit
the writing
remarkably, In addition to this feature, "Yekum Tsifet" is written on
line to fall
material after grid is formed on the skin that helps all characters in one
ritten text
on the suppo sed area, For the experimentation as well as test, five handw
ed when
pages were produced by scribers, and no line segmentation error is observ
performance
trying to isolate each logical text line from the documents, Thus the
of the line segmenter is found to be 100%,
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Project ion Profile
Figure 11 :Sampl e Output of the Line Segmen tation with Horizo ntal

bottom row
After the lines of text found in the image are identified and its top and
segment each
is marked with red color, the whole raster image is scanned to
character.

For this purpose, as the stage-by-stage segmentation algorithm

profile will
procee ds, each logical line will be identified and the vertical projection
be consulted to segme nt each character.
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for(i=O ii<=bm .bmHei ght:i++ )
I
color- dc image . GetPix el(O,i ) :
if «color= =m_Re d) && (! TOP) )
( TopLin e=ii
TOP=TRUE;
else if«colo r==m_R ed)&& TOP)
( BotLin e=i;
BOT=TRUE:
if(TOP&&BOT)
( for(k =O;k<= bm.bmW idth;k++ )
count=O :
(
for (m=Top Line+l ; m<BotL ine ; m++)
color= dcimag e.GetPi xel(k,m l ;
(
if (color== ffi_Blac k)
count++ ;
if«coun t>O)&& ( ! Left»)
for(in t lsTopL ine;l<= BotLin eil++)
dcimag e.SetPi xel (k-l, 1,ffi_Re d);
Left =TRUE:
LeftLin e=k-l;
)

if«coun t==O)& &(Left ))
for(in t l~TopLine i l< ~ BotLineil++)
dcimag e.SetPi xel(k,l, ffi_Red ) ;
Left=FA LSE:
RightL ine=k;
charac ter from the image
//Crea ting a linked list of objects identif ied as a
hi
Fedeloc
=new
Current
Curren t->Star tPoint. x=Left Line+l i
Curren t->Star tPoint . y=TopL ine+l;
Curren t->End Point.y =BotLi ne-li
Curren t->End Point . x=Righ tLine-l ;
Current ->NextF edel=N ULLi
Current ->PrevF edel=N ULLi
if ( ! Start )
Start=C urrent ;
else
( Temp= Start;
while (Temp- >NextF edel !=NULL)
Temp=T emp->N extFede l;
Temp-> NextFe del=Cu rre nt;
Current ->PrevF edel=T emp;
)

)IIEnd o f c reating the linked li s t
if«coun t==O)& &(!Lef t) )
I
red top and bottom
dcimag e . SetPixe l(k,Top Line,m _White ); Ilclean ing the

n charac ters set
dcimag e . SetPixe l(k,Bot Line,m _White ) ; Illines betwee
during
delete that image area
Ilif the width of the charac ter is less than 7 pixels
if( (RightL ine-Lef tLine) <7)
for(j=L eftLine ij<=Ri ghtLin e;j++)
for(in t l=TopL ine;l<= BotLin e i l++)
dcimag e . SetPix el(j,l,m _White l;
TOP=FALSE;
BOT=FALSE;
II

Figure 12: C++ Code for C ha racte r Segmentation
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Even though there exists a good many of size normalization algorithms like the
Run Length Coded approach described and reported to perform well in Pandya and
Macy [1995], the inbuilt function of the Visual C++.Net environment is used to do
the size scaling. This approach not only lowers the burden of the research but also
overcome major problems like round off errors in using the RLC (Run Length
Code) scaling algorithm.

A li sting that performs size normalization to transform some selected image area
to a 20 by 20 pixel size is presented below. The same procedure can be used to
transform image area to any target size by modifying the output size on the li sting .

int check"'l;
Temp=new Fedeloch;
Temp=Start;
int X:::5,Y:5;

while (Temp!=NULL)
{

if(check==O )
{

fOr(j=Y i j<Y+3S;j++)

for(i=O ; i<chm . bmWictth ii+ +)
dcimage , SetPixel(i,j,ffi_White);
check"! ;
lIthe inbuilt function to do the scalling (20x20, for our case)
dcimage.StretchBlt(X,Y,20,20,&dcimage,Temp->StartPoint.x,
Temp->StartPoint. YI (Temp->EndPoint. x - Temp->StartPoint . xl ,
(Temp->EndPoint . y-Temp - >StartPoint . y),SRCCOPY) ;

dc.BitBlt (0, Q,bm.bmWidth,bm .bmHeight, &dcimage, 0, O,SRCCOPY);
pOldBitmap=dcimage.SelectObject(&ffi_bitmap);
dcimage.SelectObject(pOldBitmap);

Temp ->StartPoint .x =X i
Temp->StartPoint . y=Y i
Temp - >EndPoint . x=X+19;
Temp->EndPoint.y=Y+19;
X=X+35;
Temp=Temp->NextFedel;

Fi gure 16: C++ Co de for C haracter Size Norma lization to a 20x20 Represe ntation
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After the segmented characters are fed to the size normalization module, each
character is set to have standard character width and height. The result
corresponding to the image at Error! Reference source not found. with a 20x20
size normalization is shown below.

hnq~~~~~~~~~h~~~~~~~n~~p~~n

~~~~~~U~~~~~~n~~T~n~~~n~+~n
~h~~~~P~+n~+~~~~~7~~n~Q~~nC
n~h~P~~~~Th~~~;+D~h+n~n~~~n
h~~h~~~~+~~nn~~~+~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~m~~~~~~~~~~~~~~A~n~~
'1-r.H~~9h+tJ7jC~ar

Figure 17: Sample Normalized Characters

As can be seen from the sample output, characters with small character width are
stretched and will have a deformed morphology. As in the case for characters with
smaller width, characters with larger width are al so deformed morphologically.
Sample output fo r character with smaller width is presented below where the first
character is morphologically deformed after transformed to a 20x20 pi xel size; the
effect is also observed to be the same for a 16x 16 character representation.

-

... -, SfD

Figure 18: Morphologically Deformed Character after Normalization
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Like wise, disconnected character strokes are also normalized by the module taken
as one unique character. Sample normalization output for such patterns is
presented below.

•
Figure 19: A Deformed Character and a Noise Due to Detached Stroke

The above demonstration reveals that the problem caused during character
segmentation propagates to the size normali zation phase and deform the
morphology of some characters and also take component of one character as a
unique one and proceed forward to size normalization.

4.7

Creating Character Representation

After the characters are normalized the binary representation of each character
must be created and saved to a file . This file containing a binary representative of
the identifi ed characters will be fed to the neural network procedure that is coded
in MATLAB programming environment. The top left coordinate of each character
is identified and stored during character size normalization for further processing.
For each character, starting from the top left coordinate of the image, the bitmap
area will be traced horizontally for the standard character width, which is either 20
pixels or 16 pixels for the normalized image. During tracing, if a pixel is with
color white a zero will be written on the text file intended to store the binary
representation of the characters. The value to be written on the file will be one if
the pixel color is found to be black.
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ry . tx t ", " w" ) ;
FIL E *B ina ry= fop en ( " Bi na
in t B= l , W=O ;
Tem p=n ew Fe de loc h ;
Te mp =S tar t ;
wh ile (Te mp ! =NULL)
)
y ; j<= Tem p - >E nd Po int .y ; j++
for (j= Te mp - >S tar tPo int .
(
)
x ; i<= Te mp ->E nd Po int . x; i++
for (i= Te mp ->S tar tPo int .

(

(

, j) ;
co l or= dci ma ge . Ge tP i xe l(i
if (co lo r ==m Bl a ck)
B );
fp ri nt f ( Bi na ry , " %d ",
if (co lo r == m_ Wh ite)
W );
fp rin tf( Bin a r y , " %d ",

fp rin tf ( Bi na ry , " \n ",

"" ) ;

Tem p=T em p - >Ne x tFe de l ;
)

fcl os e(B ina ry) ;

Cha ract er Image
Bin ary Representation of Bitmap
Figu re 20 : C++ Cod e for Cre atin g

document
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sented as
cessed by the above procedures is pre
written by one of the scriber and pro
follows.
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Figure 21: Sa mp le Binary Represe ntation for two Cha racters
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Figure 22: General Architecture of the Recognition Network

(Original image from: http://www.nd.com/neurosol utions/products/ns/whatisNN.html)

It is described in section 4.7 that each character identified in the raster image will
be converted to its equivalent binary representation after applying some
preprocessing on the image. This representation will be used for training and
testing the network after the designing and development of the neural network,
wh ich will be discussed next.

4.8.2 The Neural Network
The network created is a feed forward neural net with backpropagation algorithm.
The approach adjusts the strength of connection between nodes at different layers
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adjust the speed of the network for fast convergence. The principle is that, once the
direction of convergence of the learning model is known moving fast towards the
minima point will speedup the learning process which helps to minimize the total
time required by the network to learn different patterns. In addition to fast
convergence, the momentum constant will help the network not to get stuck at
local minima. A local minimum is a point in the learning curve where the network
error is the minimum only to points in its vicinity and not to the total learning
curve.

If the momentum constant is set too low, the network will be slow and may get
stack somewhere in the learning curve due to local minima. On the other hand, if it
is set to be a large number, the network will have less probability of getting
trapped in local minima and will converge fast, but it may also swing from one
point to the other in the curve without touching the global minima (that is called an
oscillation).

In MATLAB environment this facility is accessible by training the network with
TRAINGDX keyword . The TRAINGDX is a network training function that
updates weight and bias values according to gradient descent momentum and with
adaptive learning rate.

There were other network-training functions like

TRAINGD, which do not have the power of controlling the momentum while
navigating through the learning curve. To create such network using MA TLAB,
the following command is used.
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YekumTsijetNetovork

=

lIeov/f(illputJallge, [40 8/, {'/ogsig', '/ogsig~. 'traillgdx~;

Where:
iIlPut_rallge; is the minimul11 and maximum values at the input nodes
[408/; is size a/neurons at hidden and output layer respectively
{'/ogsig', '/ogsig~; is the activationfimction at the hidden and output/ayers
'traillgdx'; is the learning/unction a/the network

4.8.5 Training the Nellral Network
After creating the neural network, the next step

IS

making the network to be

introduced to different patterns of the whole character set.

As finding many

scribers to collect large training sample as well as testing data set is claimed to be
difficult due to the set of reasons mentioned in section 4.2, another approach is
used while training the network in addition to text produced by two scribers

The approach used is that, one can generate as many random noise patterns to be
imposed on the original binary representation of each character as required . This
method will open an opportunity to the network to face different patterns of same
character. This helps to enhance the generali zation power of the network when the
system faces with new patters. Sample of randomly generated noisy character
representations for the first character from the character set at different level of
variance is displayed below. The result reveals that the character won't loss its
major morphology but will have some noise introduced to it.
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Figure 23: Sample Charac ter Representatio ns with its Various Noisy

mance of the
After different network parameters are adjuste d as per the perfor
will be fed
netwo rk, the training input patterns along with matrix of target values
is:
to the netwo rk fo r trainin g. The line of instruction to perform this task

Target);
{YekllfllTsifetNetwork,trj = train (Yekllfll TsifetNetwork,Fedel,FedeC

Where :
4. 7
YekufIlTsifetNetwork ; is the network created using the instruction in section
set.
Fedel; is matrix where each column represents one character from the

FedeC Target; is pattern of target output for each corresponding input

the case of
As described in the previous sections, finding large trainin g data set for
that is very
"Yekum Tsifet" is very difficult. The real data is found on animal skin
ter tracing
noisy by its very nature and beyond the scope of this work as charac
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systematic
intended to be done on white papers. Thus, as mentioned above , the
noise to each
approach used in this work is the introduction of random Gaussian
intensity of
character pattern during training. To have different levels of noise, the
the noise impo sed on each character is varied to some level.

ted noisy
The line of command written to train the network with randomly genera
character pattern is presented below.

T

=

FelletTa rgel Fetle/_Target
IFedetT argef FedetT arge/ Feclet Target FedetT arget FedetTa rget

FedeCTarget FedetT argel/i

Jor p"'·s = I : I 00
p

=

ITra;n I , Train2, Train3, ...
(OZMalrix(Traiu I + rum/u (N,M) *0.2)),...
(OZM"l rix(Trai lll

+ ramlll (N,M) *0.3)),...

(OZMalrix(TraiIJ2 + rlllu/II (N,M) *0.2)), ...
(OZM(llrix(Trainl + rtllltlll (N, M) *0.3)), ...
(OZMal rix(Trai Il3

+ rlll/{IIl(N,M) *0.1)), ...

(OZMlltrix(TrlliIJ3 + rmulll(N,M) *O. 3)J/j
IYekumTsi/etNetlfJorkIJ,lrj = traill{YekumTsifetNetworkll,P, T),'

Figure 24: Neural Netwo rk Training with Noise

where:

O.x
randn(N,M)*O.x will create a random nOise of size NxM with
intensity.
Here NxM is the size of the input matrix. Where N is the number of
row bits representing each character and M is the number of
characters (231)
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ter pattern s
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is fed to the
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sample is
netwo rk. To increase the efficiency of the netwo rk, providing large
executed
important. To attain this goal the above training modul e is repeatedly
and train the
many times which will generate different random noisy pattern s
the above
network with it. For the problem at hand, the network is trained with
s of each
input for 100 iterations, which will make the total number of pattern
set, a total of
character provided to the network to be 900. For the whole character
207,900 (231x900) patterns are passed to the network for training.

two sets of
As pointed out in section 4.8.2, the experimentation is done on
for 16x 16
categories. The first is for characters sized to a 20x20 and the other
the two cases
character representation. Thus, two neural networks are created for
and 16x 16
and the training as well as test characters sets are sized to both 20x20
representations.

g sample s
After creatin g the two networks and training each with the trainin
is tested on
available and as well with the generated noisy data, the performance
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two page Amharic text written by the two scribers. The text is extracted from the
New Testament and provided to the scribers with a computer printout.

4.8.6 Testing tlte Neural Network
After training the artificial neural network is accomplished, it is required to test the
performance of the modeled network with different test cases. In testing the
network, two approaches were implemented. The first one is testing the network
with the pattern that the network is trained with. This testing scenario will help to
see if the network can recognize the original training pattern correctly. The second
approach is evaluating the network performance with new input patterns. This
testing scheme as well will help to see how powerful the network is in
generalization when faced with new character patterns. Thus, test with patterns not
included in the training session can be used to measure how the network will act
for new patterns with and without noise.

To create a match-up between the output and the target values, the 231 characters
are assigned a number I up to 23 1 starting from the first character. The value of
each cell in the eight bit target matrix is an 8-bit binary equivalent of the decimal
number assigned for the character. Thus, for all the test cases what the network
does is; it will provide an eight bit sequence of zeros and ones. This eight bit value
will be converted to its decimal equivalent value and the character with that
decimal number representation will be taken as an output of the network for that
specific input pattern. Thus the testing of the network created and trained at
sections 4.8.4 and 4.8.5 is tested using the following code.
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Y=sim(YekumTsifetNetlVork,Test);
Where:
YekumTsifetNetwork; is the network created and trained/or different patterns, and
Test; is the testing input pattern

Y; is the output a/the network

The two artificial neural networks created for two different numbers of input nodes
are tested for accuracy of classifYing new character pattern to one of the 231
characters of the Amharic language. The out put of the network could range
between 0 and 256 since it is an 8 bit (2 8) pattern. For the case where the network
out put is between 232-256 (which is the range that does not belong to the target
values of the 231 characters), the output will be declared as unknown, other wise
the best approximation is taken as its value.

Test using the training set
To see whether the network can recognize the character set used for training, all
the three pages that contain the whole character set is fed to the network. The
output of the two networks is presented in the following table; the total number of
characters for the testing is then 231 for each case since each contains all the
characters under consideration.
Performance IRate of Recognition
Network
Training Set 1

Training Set 2

Training Set 3

With 256 Input nodes

98.70%

96.54%

96.10%

With 400 Input nodes

96.97%

97.84%

95.24%

Table 3: Network Performance for the Training Set
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Test /Ising the training set with noise
The three training set with different level of noise are also fed to the network to
see its performance on noi sy data set. The test is done for both networks to see the
efficiency of both networks. The results of the three test sets with three different
levels of noise are presented below.

Network With 256 Input nodes

Network With 400 Input nodes

Test Set
0.2 noise

0.25 noise

0.3 noise

0.2 noise

0.25 noise

0.3 noise

Training Set I

92.21 %

58.87%

32.03%

93.51%

70. 13%

46.75%

Training Set 2

87.88%

56.28%

35.06%

94.81%

68.40%

38.53%

Training Set 3

86.15%

54.55%

27.27%

93.07%

64.07%

35.50%

Table 4: Network Pe rformance for Training Set with No ise

Test /Ising new test case
After the network is tested for the set of characters it is trained with, (with and
without noise), the network is also tested with new text written by the scribers.
This test will help to see the response of the network to new character input
patterns that the network never faced during the training phase. The set of
characters for the two test pages are 717 and 739 respectively. Thus both networks
are tested for a total of 1,456 new character patterns. The recognition rate of the
network is presented in the following table.
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Performance IRate of Recognition
Network
Test Set 1

Test Set 2

With 256 Input nodes

16.88%

21.92%

With 400 Input nodes

16. 18 %

31.53%

Tab le 5; Netwo rk Performance for New Test Set

As can be observed from the three set of testing scenarios, the network behaves
remarkably when provided with character set it is trained with. For the case of
characters with random noisy patterns imposed on the training set, the network
performance decreases with the increase of noise level forced on the original
character. This is expected since adding more noise means distorting the
morphology of the character at great level. For the case of the new test patterns the
network accuracy is not bad considering the fact that it is handwritten document
and the training is done on small samples.

Whi le analyzing the result of the network output, it is found that the characters ."',
and

,r.,

characters

II

and

'11,

and characters (l and

1\

to be recognized as the

other and the families of the <I' character are found to be more similar for network
as counter families of the

'r character.

Com paring the two networks for the performance on different test cases, the
network with 256 input nodes is found to be more effective in recognizing the set
of character patterns used for training. For the other two cases, noi sy training
patterns and new test samples, the recognition rate of the network with 400 input
nodes is found to be more effici ent.
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And finally, the performance tables (Table 3, Table 4 and Table 5) reveal that, the
network with 400 input nodes perform in a better manner than the one with lesser
input layer nodes for new patterns. Thus resizing the characters to a dimension of
16x 16 cannot be considered as a loss less transformation since the recognition rate
is found to be affected with the size.

4.9

Conclusion

In this section the major activities performed during experimentation were
discussed. The portion also discussed the implementation of different algorithms
with the coding and sample graphical representation of the attained result with the
problems faced at each stage.

Generally, the whole process from data collection and compilation to character
recognition is presented. The character segmentation phase showed that the line
segmenter works with no error and the character isolator perform with 95 .96%
efficiency. Moreover the size normalization functions available in Visual C++.Net
works well fo r size scaling. And the performance of the network for each training
and test set. reveals that the network is capable of recognizing a good many of the
character patterns used for training and noisy training samples. The two networks
are also able to recognize 16.1 % up to 31 % of characters in the test sets produced
by different scribers.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
5.i il1troduction
text written
In this study an attempt was made to recognize a handwritten Amharic
m Tsifet" .
using a special kind of writing style, which traditionally is called "Yeku
ving and
The writin g system was used as a dominant knowledge preser
ng a good
correspondence method for long in Ethiopia. For the course of attaini
modified and
recognition rate, various preprocessing algorithms were reviewed,
will be
used . The major tasks performed will be discussed next and this section
focus.
winded up by forwarding set of recommendations for future research

5.2 Conclusion
ion and
Handwriting has been and partly is a dominant way of comm unicat
this method
knowledge preserving method in our day-to-day life. The fallback in
proces sed by
of communication is that; the content is not in a format to be
l it is not
technologically efficient and power ful text processing software. In genera
been done to
in its computer readable format. A wide variety of research has
. One wing
convert texts and pictures in printed form to a computer readab le format
g only with
of thi s research, which is called optical character recognition, is dealin
characters that are used to represent sounds of a language .

ize most if
Character recognition implements a wide range of approaches to recogn
lt when the
not all of the character images. The problem domain is more difficu
agree that a
interest is in recognizing handwritten characters. Most researchers
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is narrow to
good recognition rate will be attained if the domain of the problem
narrow the
some extent. For the case of handwritten character recognition, one can
ter sets to be
problem by restricting the number of writers and the set of charac
r of scribers.
recognized. Thi s study used the former method due to the rare numbe

, stage-byIn this study, different preprocessing algorithms like global thresholding
rk classifier
stage segmentation, normalization techniques and neural netwo
izer network.
methods has been experimented and used to the best of the recogn
approaches,
During experimentation of the appli cability of these algorithms and
to work
the global thresholding method for binarizing the digitized image is found
problem of
very well instead of adaptive and local thresholding methods for the
interest.

, there were
To isolate each character from the digitized and binarized image
ition and
methods like recognition-based approach, which integrate the recogn
of a li ne to a
segmentation tasks side by side. The approach sends some portion
recognizer.
recognizer and resizes the current image based on the output of the
style of
This kind of approach is robust for cursive writing. Since the writing
m Ts ifet",
Amharic language is not cursive in principle and more true for "Yeku
and the
stage-by-stage segmentation algorithm, which isolates text lines, words
nt up to
characters iterativ ely, is implemented. The method is found to segme
g and testing
95.96% of the characters from the document provided for trainin
purpose.
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be simpler if
As artificial neural network is used for the recognition task, it would
purpose, the
input patterns have same size to create a genera lized network. For this
of scaling each
characters need to be resized to some uniform size. In the process
ed. From all
character image, different size normalization techniques were analyz
Coded method
those, the one described by Pandya and Macy [1996], Run Length
round- off error
has been tried out and as pointed out by the author, proble m of
To this end,
affected the images and found to be computationally time consuming.
progra mming
the image resizing fac ility available in the Visual C++.Net
of the size
enviro nment was used and found to be very good. In the course
" ) stretched
normalization process, characters with minim um width (like
characters with
horizo ntally too much creating a deformed morphology and also
wider width (like (m ) found to be compressed too much.

characters, an
For classifYing different input pattern s as one of the 231 Amharic
ped is with
artificial neural network approach is implemented. The network develo
and actual
feedforward backpropagation error correction scheme where desired
In MA TLAB
output errors are computed and used for refining the network.
ed and the one
progra mming environment, different training methods are explor
used.
with adaptive learning and mome ntum parameters (TRAINGDX) is

and some of
The network found to recognize most of the patterns it is trained with
-95.24 % is
new test patterns. A performance rate that ranges between 98.7%
% and 31 % is
attained for the former testing and recognition rate between 16.1
l training
observed for new test document. The network is also tested with origina
ition rate
pattern with different level of random noise imposed on it and a recogn
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ls by both
is obtained for different noise leve
27%
27.
and
8%
94.
n
wee
bet
g
gin
ran
networks.
ut nodes is
tion rate, the network with 400 inp
Based on the result of the recogni
the fact that
h 256 nodes. This could be due to
found to work better than that of wit
gy of
dimens ion may deform the morpholo
el
pix
16
16x
a
to
ge
ima
the
g
ssin
compre
the character.
, facilities
cerned for the academic experience
As the study conducted is partly con
ironments is
between the two programming env
tion
gra
inte
and
e
rfac
inte
r
use
like
not done.
h Amharic
there is an opportunity to deal wit
The experimentation showed that
ipping this
those written on manuscripts. Equ
handwritten noisy data, especia lly
t correction
cessing steps suc h as thinning, slan
pro
pre
nal
itio
add
h
wit
ent
erim
exp
her
ognition rate of the engine to a hig
rec
the
e
anc
enh
ld
cou
ent
stm
adju
and skew
level.

5.3 Recommendation
sly enhance
steps to the system will obviou
Inclusion of more preprocessing
real training
, training the network with more
recognition performance. Moreover
network.
ct in the genera lization power of the
effe
e
itiv
pos
a
e
hav
also
l
wil
s
1ple
san
her
recommendations, which require furt
of
sets
ng
owi
foll
the
,
end
this
s
Toward
investigation , are forward.
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for such
I. More assessment on real manuscripts and text retrieval
s to
docum ents must be sorted out to make use of the OCR system
digitize the manuscripts.

al , slant
2. Additional preprocessing algorithms like thilming, noise remov
correction and the likes should be considered.

se the
3. The network must be exposed to more training samples to increa
better
knowledge acquired by the network, which will result in
performance.

should be
4. Other special characters not in the 231 basic set and numeral s
included to make the recognizer applicable for any text docum ent written
with the writing style.

tic and
5. Word and higher level of recognition techniques, which use seman
cognitive approach, should be considered for better results.
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APPENDIXES
Annex-l: Training set one
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An nex-2: Trailling set two
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An nex-3: Training set three
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Annex-4: Test Case one
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A nnex-5: Test Case two
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Allllex-6: The Amharic Character Set
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Jl.
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~

~

tii
Source: [Bender et aI , 1976]
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return ;
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